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Assembly instructions



Before use read  
      assembly instructions
                         carefully !!!

Handle with care: The outdoor stove becomes hot when used. 
Take care that the outdoor stove is not near flammable
materials and is standing on firm ground.
This stove is only for outdoor use.
Be careful with children.
Only burn wood or coal.
Never use petrol,oil etc.
Never put out the fire with water. The cast iron may explode.
The varnish gives a thin layer of protection from rust. After 
a time the stove may become rusty again. ( Rust is not 
qualityproblem and so is not covered the guarantee).

Maintenance: Remove rust with a wire brush and varnish with
a heat proof varnish.

GARANTIE
24 months guarantee.
The guarantee is only valid under normal use and correct use of
the stove and does not include: overheating,scratches in the varnish,
parts which normally show wear after use and all parts that are in 
contact with the fire ( glass, fire grid, joins etc ).
Insufficient maintenance and use of parts other than the original ones 
is not covered by the guarantee.
Before using the stove you are expected to be acquainted with the 
users instructions and guarantee terms.
After use it is not possible to return the stove.
After eventual repairs the guarantee will not be extended.

1.

7 x C3 x A 2 x B

21 parts & 12 screws

Ring lid handle

Ring 1 

Ring 2

Ring 3

Ring lid 

3 legs

Distance ring legsFire pot

2 handles

Flame guardPipe connection

2 pipes 50 cm

Rain hood

GloveVarnish and brush

Fire grid



2.

1. Turn fire pot upside down to fix lefs

2. Attach distance ring to the 3 legs
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VOLCANO OUTDOOR STOVE

3.

C

B

3. Attach pipe connection

4. Attach handles

5. Put grid in the fire pot



4. 5.

6. Assemble the rings

7. Put lid on fire pot

8. Attach fire guard to the pot

9. Fix pipes together

10. Attach the rain hood



6.

GRILLING PLATE

7.

STEAM & COOKINGSET



8.

BUTLER TABLE

Screw the table leg into the table top.
(the height is adjustable)

Slide the butler table over the handle
and adjust the height of the leg.

89 cm.

55 cm.

42 cm.Ø
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